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A HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION
Although the term the Rule of Law (fazhi) appeared in a few official
documents in the early years of the Peoples Republic of China (PRC), it soon
disappeared from public usage and was substituted by terms such as
revolutionary legal system and peoples democratic legal system.1 During
and after the Anti-Rightist Movement of 1957, the concept of the Rule of Law
was officially rejected as bourgeois; those who advocated the authority of the
law were purged as attempting to use the law to resist the Party.2 In the
Cultural Revolution era, Mao Zedong even praised lawlessness as something
good and positive for society and humanity.3
At the watershed Third Plenum of the Eleventh Central Committee of the
Chinese Communist Party (CCP) in late 1978, it was decided to rehabilitate the
socialist legal system that had undergone a stillbirth in the 1950s. Deng
Xiaoping coined a sixteen-character phrase that was to become the battle cry
for legality for many years to come: There must be laws for people to follow,
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these laws must be observed, their enforcement must be strict, and law breakers
must be dealt with.4
Since 1978, significant progress has been made to rebuild a credible set of laws
and legal institutions in mainland China. Legal education and scholarship,
which had been neglected for more than two decades, were also revived. Legal
scholarship developed not only in areas of substantive and procedural law, but
also in the field of legal theory.5 However, research in legal theory was more
constrained by the dogma of Marxism and forbidden zones of political
sensitivity than other branches of legal scholarship. Legal theorists trod
cautiously into new fields, and setbacks were occasionally encountered. For
example, after the June 4th events in 1989, there was a backlash against the
bourgeois liberalization tendency in legal philosophy, and some of the more
liberal-minded thinkers were criticized.6
Fortunately, the tide soon turned with Dengs trip to southern China in 1992,
and the subsequent decision of the CCP at its 14th Party Congress to move
China in the direction of a socialist market economy. This concept, which
has far-reaching theoretical and practical implications, found its way into the
PRC Constitution in 1993, when the National Peoples Congress (NPC)
adopted a constitutional amendment on the subject.7 The amendment also
stressed the role of economic legislation in facilitating the development of a
socialist market economy, and the NPC Standing Committee developed an
ambitious program at the end of 1993 to start developing an adequate
legislative framework for a socialist market economy.8
After the inauguration of the concept of the socialist market economy, there
was an outburst of enthusiasm on the part of legal scholars with the idea that
the socialist market economy is a legal system-based economy or rule of law
economy, the premise being that market transactions can only take place within
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a framework of legal rules on contract and property rights. The body of
literature created by Chinese scholars on this subject has been examined
elsewhere.9 Then there were signs that the top leadership in China had become
increasingly sympathetic to this claim about the importance of law in
promoting economic development. In late 1994 and 1995, the top leadership
of the Party and the State attended two law lectures delivered by leading
scholars on the subjects of international economic law and the legal aspects of
a socialist market economy respectively.10 A climax came on February 8, 1996,
when the top leaders attended a lecture given by a leading scholar at the Chinese
Academy of Social Science on the theoretical and practical issues relating to
ruling the country according to law and building a socialist legal system state.11
At the end of the lecture, President Jiang Zemin delivered a widely publicized
speech on the importance of ruling the country according to law. The speech
was a lengthy one dealing with the legal doctrines in Deng Xiaopings thought,
the relationship between law and the socialist market economy, and the need to
raise the legal consciousness of officials and citizens. He concluded by pointing
out that
ruling the country according to law is an important mark of social
progress and the civilization of a society; it is a necessary
requirement of our construction of a modern socialist state.12
Subsequently, when the NPC met in March 1996, it incorporated the objective
of ruling the country according to law and constructing a socialist legal system
state into its Ninth Five-Year Plan and Outline of Objectives for Long-Term
Developments towards 2010.13 Further progress at the conceptual level was
achieved when the term fazhi guojia (rule-of-law state, or Rechtsstaat in
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German) instead of the more conservative term legal system state,14 was used
in General Secretary Jiang Zemins keynote address at the 15th National
Congress of the Chinese Communist Party in September 1997,15 and in the
Work Report of the National Peoples Congress (NPC) Standing Committee
presented by Mr. Tian Jiyun, Vice-Chairman of the NPC Standing Committee,
to the first plenary session of the 9th NPC in March 1998.16 These
developments culminated in one of the constitutional amendments adopted by
the 9th NPC at its second plenary session in March 1999. This amendment
introduced the following sentence at the beginning of article 5 of the
Constitution of the Peoples Republic of China:
The Peoples Republic of China shall practice ruling the country
according to law, and shall construct a socialist rule-of-law state.17
These developments have spawned a lively discussion among legal scholars in
China about what is the meaning and significance of ruling the country
according to law and the rule of law, and what is to be done if this is the
objective to be achieved. The discussion represented the continuation and
deepening of the debate among Chinese legal scholars that occurred in the early
1980s on the rule of law versus the rule of men.18 It can also be
interpreted as an offshoot of the discussion dating back to 1995 on Dengs legal
thought,19 as well as the earlier discussion since 1993 on the relationship

The pinyin romanization for both legal system state and rule-of-law state is fazhi guojia, but
in fact zhi corresponds to two different Chinese characters in the two expressions. The Chinese
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between the market economy and the Rule of Law.20 The body of literature
that has appeared since early 1996 on the subject of the Rule of Law can be
regarded as the most mature stage so far of modern Chinese scholarly
reflections on the question of the Rule of Law. It is the purpose of this article
to examine this body of literature and to evaluate it.
INTELLECTUAL RESOURCES FROM TRADITIONS
We shall begin by looking at the intellectual resources employed by
contemporary Chinese thinkers when they embarked on the project of
constructing a theory of the Rule of Law for present-day China. By intellectual
resources I mean the heritage of intellectual history, particularly the concepts
and theories developed by great thinkers in the past. In their discussions on the
Rule of Law, contemporary Chinese scholars have reflected on the heritage of
both the Chinese and Western traditions in this regard.
In an influential treatise published in 1922, the famous Chinese thinker Liang
Qichao used the terms the rule of men and the rule of law to characterize
the political and legal doctrines of Confucianism and Legalism respectively in
ancient China.21 Contemporary Chinese scholars are almost unanimous in
rejecting the alleged equivalence between Legalism and the Rule of Law. They
point out that Legalism, as enunciated in the pre-Qin period and actually
practiced in full during the Qin dynasty (221-207 B.C.), viewed law simply as an
instrument of authoritarian and despotic rule. Law consisted of rules
prescribing punishment for behavior that was considered undesirable from the
rulers point of view. It emanated from the ruler, was designed entirely to
enhance the rulers power, and the ruler himself was not subject to the law.
Although Legalism as an orthodox ideology was abandoned after the Qin
dynasty, the ensuing amalgam of Confucianism and Legalism that survived for
almost two millennia was also not conducive to the Rule of Law.22
Contemporary Chinese scholars have noted that Confucianism advocated rule
by virtue and by ethics rather than by law. Rulers were expected to be virtuous
20
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and to behave in an exemplary manner. Scholars-officials were to act as parents
of the people. Subjects were to be well educated and morally cultivated, so that
they would practice the rites and norms of good conduct voluntarily and in
accordance with their conscience. In situations where there were disputes,
people were encouraged to compromise and give concessions rather than to
assert their self-interest or rights by litigation. In the Confucian vision, social
harmony rather than justice is the symbol of the ideal society.
Although it is possible to interpret the Confucian approach in a positive manner
and to argue that it represented the best possible option in the kind of premodern society that China was, most contemporary Chinese legal scholars
depict the Confucian tradition negatively as depriving persons of their
autonomy, freedom, individuality and claims to equality.23 They pointed out
that traditional Chinese society was hierarchical and oppressive, most people
were in positions of personal dependence on and subordination to some other
persons or social groups, that the individuals rights were ignored, that the legal
culture was one dominated by rulers absolute power and subjects
unconditional obligations, and obedience to authority was over-emphasized.
Some writers lamented the absence of civil society in historical China, and
described the traditional Chinese sociopolitical structure as a monolithic one,
unifying the family, clan and the political state.24 Others criticized the
traditional attitude of worshipping the state and its power.25 One scholar
agreed with Hegels portrait of traditional China as a system of paternal rule
where subjects were treated like children in a family.26
Given this grim assessment of the heritage of Chinese civilization as far as the
Rule of Law is concerned, it is not surprising that most contemporary Chinese
legal thinkers instead look to the Western tradition in order to find the
necessary intellectual resources for their theory of the Rule of Law. In this
regard, it is noteworthy that they find much that is positive in both the legal
23
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philosophy of classical Greece and in the political thought of the Age of
Enlightenment. Even the Middle Ages received some positive evaluation in
terms of its theory of a natural or divine law that stood above positive human
law,27 and in terms of the legal tradition developed by the citizens of
autonomous towns who epitomized civil society.28
In discussing the meaning of the Rule of Law, a significant number of leading
scholars in contemporary China found it useful to cite Aristotles passage in
Politics that the Rule of Law embraces two meanings: First, there is general
compliance with the established laws, and second, the content of the law is
good.29 Some of them also discussed approvingly Aristotles arguments for the
Rule of Law, such as the points that law represents reason and is free of human
desires and emotions,30 that it restrains the exercise of arbitrary power, and that
it embodies the judgment of the many rather than the few.31 These
scholars observed that such a philosophy of the Rule of Law could only
flourish in the social context of the democracy of the ancient Greek polis, which
contemporary Chinese scholars wrote about with admiration.32
Scholars are even more enthusiastic about and receptive to the political and
legal philosophy of the Enlightenment, or what they describe as the period of
the bourgeois revolutions. Contemporary Chinese literature on the Rule of
Law abounds with references to the works of classical writers, such as Locke,
Montesquieu and Paine, as well as subsequent exponents of the liberal tradition,
including Dicey, Hayek and Fuller. It is pointed out that according to Marxism,
the transition from feudalism to capitalism, which the bourgeois revolutions
completed, was a kind of progress in history, and that there is much that
contemporary socialist China can learn and borrow from the political and legal
thought of the bourgeois revolutions.33 Marx was cited in support of the
27
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proposition that the encounter between the capitalist West and other
civilizations was also a phenomenon of historical progress, and it was suggested
that the experience of the legal modernization that started in the West is a
common heritage of all humankind.34
At the same time, Chinese scholars appreciate that the Rule of Law developed
in the West as part of a dynamic historical process, undergoing distinct phases
of development. Thus one scholar pointed out that the nature of the Rule of
Law has changed as the West moved from the period of laissez faire capitalism
into the period of monopoly capitalism and welfare states.35 Another
characterized the earlier period as individuals-oriented and the later period as
society-oriented.36 A third writer distinguished the two stages by using the
concepts of a hard rule-of-law (strict legal rules with little discretion in their
administration) and a soft rule-of-law (a living law administered by the
exercise of discretion in search for substantive justice).37
Although most Chinese scholars find the theory and practice of the Rule of
Law as developed in the West highly relevant to Chinas contemporary needs,
some point out that the paths of legal modernization taken by the West and
China have to be very different. In the West, legal institutions grew up side by
side with the market economy in a spontaneous and gradual process of
evolutionary change, while in contemporary China, legal as well as economic
reforms have been pushed through by the state in a top-down direction.38
From a macro-historical perspective, legal modernization was a result of the
internal dynamics of social, economic and political development in the West,
but occurred in twentieth-century China only as a response to the external
challenge posed by the West. This means that legal modernization in China has
to a significant extent been an exercise in legal transplant, accompanied by the

Gong Pixiang, Legal Modernization Does Not Equal Westernization, 1 Faxue (Jurisprudence)
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persistent problem of a gap between local social reality and the imported legal
doctrines and norms.39
THE DEVELOPING THEORY OF LAW
The Meaning of the Rule of Law
We now begin our survey of the contours of the developing theory of the Rule
of Law in contemporary China. The first question to be considered is how do
scholars understand the concept of the Rule of Law. Here there seems to be a
consensus that the Rule of Law connotes the binding authority of
democratically generated law on both subjects (citizens) and rulers
(government), and submission to such law on the part of all members of the
community, including the most senior government officials.40 Many scholars
stressed the intrinsic connection between democracy and the Rule of Law in
the modern sense.41 The law that rules in a state subject to the Rule of Law is
the peoples law and not the rulers law as in pre-modern states. While the
rulers law was often imposed by force on the people, the peoples law is a
product of the peoples rational consent to its authority. Through such law, the
people establish the government and authorize it to exercise certain powers
which are conferred, regulated and limited by law.
Contemporary Chinese theorists associate the Rule of Law with other liberal
values such as liberty, equality, human rights, separation of powers, checks and
balances and judicial independence. The functions of law in protecting citizens
rights, controlling the exercise of state power and preventing its abuse are
particularly emphasized. These theorists point out that although laws often
exist in situations of the rule of men (rather than the Rule of Law), the
difference between the Rule of Law and the rule of men is that in the former
case, authority is depersonalized, and where a conflict arises between the
authority of the law and the authority of a powerful political leader, the law will

Jiang Lishan, An Analysis of the Characteristics of the Project of Chinese Legal
Modernization, 4 Zhongwai faxue (Peking University Law Journal) 10 (1995).
39
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prevail.42 One writer derives two basic principles from the notion of the Rule
of Law: First, agencies of public power may not do anything that is not
expressly authorized by law. Second, persons exercising private rights may do
whatever is not expressly prohibited by law.43
Some thinkers find in the notion of reason or rationality the essence of the
Rule of Law.44 It is pointed out that the Rule of Law implies a rational way of
doing things, a rational legal system, a rational legal spirit and a rational social
order.45 Rationality includes formal rationality and substantive rationality. The
former refers primarily to the process of law enforcement, and requires like
cases to be treated alike and legal rules to be administered in a predictable
manner. Substantive rationality refers to the content of the law, as well as the
objectives to be achieved by the law, the values embodied in it and the
consequences of its operation.46
The Ingredients of the Rule of Law
Some scholars further explore the different elements, aspects or levels within
the concept of the Rule of Law. The following is a sample of the more
influential views:
(a) A distinction can be drawn between the formal and substantive ingredients
of the Rule of Law. The formal ingredient is the supremacy of the law (the
law being made by the people and being binding on the people as well as the
government), whereas the substantive ingredient relates to whether the
content of the law is good and protects the peoples rights.47
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Liu Zuoxiang, Two Rule-of-Law Principles to be Adhered to in Order to Realize the Rule of
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(b) There are three levels of the Rule of Law. First, there is the Rule of Law in
an ideal sense. Second, there is the Rule of Law as prescribed by a particular
system of legal norms. Third, there is the Rule of Law as actually practiced
in a societythe reality of the existence (or non-existence) of the Rule of
Law.48
(c) Some writers point out that the implementation of the Rule of Law
depends on coordinated efforts on many fronts simultaneously, such as lawmaking, development of democracy and of institutions for supervising the
exercise of power and the protection of rights, effective law enforcement,
judicial independence, improvements in judicial procedures and the
professional standards of judges, and raising peoples legal consciousness.49
The Distinction Between Legal System and Rule of Law.
As mentioned in the first section of this article, an official slogan adopted by
the NPC in 1996 in the Ninth Five-Year Plan and Outline of Objectives for
Long-Term Developments towards 2010 is ruling the country according to law
and constructing a socialist legal system state. Since then, the term rule of
law has also received official, and, in 1999, constitutional recognition. What
then is the difference between the two Chinese terms, which are both
romanized as fazhi?
Scholars understanding of the meaning of the rule of law has been
discussed above. The problem with the term legal system, which has been
used (for example, in the call for strengthening the socialist legal system) to
the exclusion of Rule of Law for many years in the PRC, is that it may be
interpreted to mean rule by law rather than rule of law. Rule by law implies
that law is merely an instrument that the state uses for the purpose of ruling
the people. On the other hand, the Rule of Law requires the democratization
of law and the legal institutionalization of democracy.50
Thus it is pointed out that while all organized states have legal systems, not all
of them practice the Rule of Law.51 There was also an interesting discussion
Wu Dexing, The Theoretical Mode and Process of Realization of the Rule of Law, 5 Faxue
yanjiu (CASS Journal of Law) 97 (1996); Li Lin, supra n. 27.
48
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109. For more in-depth research, see generally Guo Daohui, Fa de shidai jingshen (The
Contemporary Spirit of Law) (1997); Guo Daohui, Fa de shidai huhuan (Epochal Call for Law)
(1998); Li Buyun, Zouxiang fazhi (Toward the Rule of Law) (1998).
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about who is the subject for the phrase ruling the country according to law
who rules the country according to law? Some scholars made the point that it
is the people who rule the country according to law, by making law and
entrusting to the government the necessary public administrative powers. As
far as the government is concerned, the related slogan using the law to rule the
country (yifa zhiguo) is sometimes used, but this slogan is inadequate by itself
because it again connotes rule by law rather than rule of law. Therefore, the full
notion of the Rule of Law can only be expressed by combining the concepts of
(a) the people using law to rule the country (by legally establishing the state and
entrusting legal powers to it); and (b) the government (acting under legal
authorization by the people) administering the country according to law.52
Socialism and the Rule of Law
The next question to be considered is how contemporary Chinese scholars have
shifted away from the former official position that the Rule of Law was a
bourgeois concept, and how they now reconcile it with socialism and Marxism.
Here a leading scholar employs an analogy with Deng Xiaopings view that the
market economy does not equal capitalism, and it is possible to have a market
economy under socialism. Hence it is also said that the Rule of Law is not the
monopoly of capitalism, and a socialist Rule of Law is also practicable and
desirable.53 Like the market economy, the Rule of Law is now understood as a
product of the historical development of civilization and as part of the
common heritage of humankind.54
Relying on the Marxist view of historical progress from slave society to
feudalism to capitalism to socialism, some Chinese scholars argue that the Rule
of Law in capitalism is superior to legal systems under feudalism, and socialist
Rule of Law is a still higher stage of legal evolution compared to the Rule of
Law under capitalism.55 The socialist project is one of human emancipation;
socialism enables human beings to develop themselves to the full. While the
Rule of Law under capitalism masks the reality of class oppression and

Guo Daohui, A Fundamental Change, supra n. 50; Zhou, supra n. 40 at 12; Zhou, supra
n. 28.
52
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capitalist law primarily serves the interest of capital, socialist law reflects the will
and interest of all people in society, and socialist Rule of Law secures the
richest degree of freedom, equality and rights.56
What, then, are the features specific to socialist Rule of Law? Most scholars
stress that it rests on the foundation of the predominance of public ownership
of the means of production in society, and that it adheres to the fundamental
principle of the leadership of the Communist Party.57 This means that certain
elements of bourgeois Rule of Law, such as the inviolability of private property
or political pluralism in the form of multi-party politics, cannot have any place
in socialist Rule of Law.58
The Nature of Law
Since the 1980s, the debate about the nature of law has never ceased within the
circle of legal philosophers in China.59 The point of departure for this
discussion was the orthodox view, imported from the Soviet Union in the
1950s, that law reflects the will of the ruling class, which in turn is based on the
conditions of material life of that class. Such will is elevated to the will of the
state through the legislative process. The law that emanates from this process is
then a set of behavioral norms backed up by the coercive power of the state.
The continuing debate has been about whether this description or explanation
of law in terms of its class nature (jieji xing) is correct and adequate, and the
extent, if any, to which law also has a social nature (shehui xing)in the sense
that it responds to the common interests, needs and aspirations of all members
of society.60 The recent discussion on the Rule of Law has contributed
significantly to this ongoing debate.
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For example, one scholar, who himself works under the Standing Committee
of the NPC, states unequivocally his view that the traditional notion of law as
the will of the ruling class and an instrument of class dictatorship is
inconsistent with the concept of the Rule of Law and the requirements of the
market economy.61 Indeed, a substantial body of scholarly opinion has
accumulated in China in recent years that law serves the functional needs of
society in terms of coordination of different kinds of interests, regulation of
social relationships and providing order and predictability in human affairs
(instead of the orthodox view that law is used to suppress class enemies). In
this sense law serves the common good of all members of society, expresses
the values that they uphold and responds to their needs. The content of law is
very much a product of human experience accumulated over many generations,
and is inseparable from notions of reason, justice, conscience and morality.62
Accompanying this new view of law are two sets of critique of ideas
associated with the traditional or orthodox view. One is a critique of the
instrumental view of law. Increasingly, writers now recognize that law is not
merely a means for achieving political and policy ends, but can be understood as
a value and an end in and of itself because it expresses the values, needs and
aspirations of the community and reflects the ideals of reason, liberty and
equality.63 The second critique is directed against the state-centered view of
law. Scholars now stress that the existence of law preceded the rise of states
and class rule. The origin of law lies in the customs and conventions that
evolve spontaneously in the course of social interaction. When they gain
general acceptance and are perceived to be binding on members of the
community, they acquire the force of law.64
Notes on the Conference on Ruling the Country According to Law and the Construction of Spiritual
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The Functions of the Rule of Law
In contrast with the situation in the early 1980s, when there existed different
schools of thought regarding whether the Rule of Law was the best mode of
rule relative to other alternatives, there is now a clear consensus among Chinese
legal scholars in favor of the Rule of Law. They have articulated various
reasons and arguments regarding why the Rule of Law is desirable and how it
can make a useful contribution to China. For example, they note that the Rule
of Law facilitates the operation of the socialist market economy and is
conducive to the development of socialist democracy.65 It is also an important
element of spiritual civilization (jingshen wenming).66 Most important of all, it
is the key to the long-term stability and prosperity of the nation, and will enable
China to escape from its historical dynastic cycles in which each powerful
regime ultimately declined and fell.67
Other interesting points have also been made. Some scholars use the new
institutional economics to explain how the Rule of Law can reduce transaction
costs and facilitates market expansion.68 Others point out that modernization
releases people from their traditional familial, clan and social linkages and forms
a society of isolated individuals, in which the law will have to play an
increasingly important role as a medium for social interaction and as the most
authoritative norms of behavior.69 Social and economic change in
contemporary China has led to a declining role for administrative, party and
ideological means of social control, and has resulted in increased differentiation
and diversity of interests and values in society.70 The demand for legal
coordination and regulation increases accordingly.71 It has also been argued
that settlement through the legal system of conflicts generated by the increasing
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social contradictions in China can prevent the escalation of such conflicts into
social unrest.72
The Authority of Law and Faith in Law
If law is to perform these important functions which society assigns to it, it
must have sufficient authority first. Hence many contemporary Chinese
scholars emphasize that the supreme binding authority of the law lies at the
core of the notion of the Rule of Law. They point out that a crucial aspect of
the supremacy of the law is that law rather than power must be the
ultimate source of political legitimacy. In the traditional Chinese state, there
was worship of power, and any act or decision of a politically powerful
person was automatically legitimate. However, in the eyes of modern Rule of
Law, power has no legitimacy unless there exists a legal basis for it.73
Some scholars study the connection between the supremacy of law and its
autonomy. They rely on the American legal philosopher Roberto Ungers
analysis of the autonomy of law as consisting of four components
substantive, institutional, methodological and occupational autonomy.74 Other
scholars theorize that the authority of the law consists of external and internal
aspects.75 The external authority of the law depends on its coercive
enforcement by the state. On the other hand, the internal influence of the law
depends on its content and quality (whether it is good, just and consistent with
peoples interests), and whether the people believe in, accept and voluntarily
comply with it.
The concept of the internal authority of the law leads to the interesting
discussion among contemporary Chinese jurists about faith in law. A
significant number quote American law professor Harold Bermans view that
without faith in the law, the law is merely dead dogma; law must be believed in,
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otherwise it is empty.76 They develop this idea further and elaborate on the
meaning and significance of faith in the law. Such faith means that people not
only understand the law, but respect it, trust it and rely on it for the purpose of
defending their interests.77 It is also an attitude of fidelity to law, a commitment
to uphold its values and principles, which manifests itself when people feel
strongly about and fight against violations of the law, even to the point of
sacrificing themselves in order to defend the law and its values and principles.78
Hence it is pointed out that faith in the law is not only a matter of knowledge; it
is also a matter of emotions and the will. It is a sublimation of law reason and
passion, or what a scholar describes as rationalized passion and passionized
reason.79 After Marxist jurisprudence has taken off the overcoat of laws
mystery and destroyed the myth of the sanctity of the law, we must re-establish
peoples faith in the law.80 Another scholar refers approvingly to the German
legal philosopher Jherings affirmation of the psychological attitude of actively
fighting for ones rights (which means fighting to uphold the law), and his view
that the cultivation of legal feelings (the right feelings towards the law)
among citizens is one of the most important elements of civic education.81
The Social Basis of the Rule of Law
Another area that scholars explore as they attempt to develop a theory of the
Rule of Law for China is the social basis of law. Here they rest their hope for
the future of the Rule of Law on the developing market economy. As one
writer puts it, the market economy is the soil for the rule of law.82 Scholars
note that the actors in the market economy are autonomous and free subjects
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competing to further their own interests (which form the basis of legal
consciousness and legal rights), and this generates a demand for fair legal rules
to govern their dealings with one another.83
Two concepts have also been introduced in the discussion for the purpose of
elucidating the nature of the social change that China is undergoing and its
significance for the Rule of Law. They are the concepts of interest pluralism
and civil society. Under the centrally planned economy and rigorous ideological
control of pre-reform socialist China, plural interests in society were hardly
allowed to exist or hardly recognized. However, economic reforms since 1978
have led to differentiation of social interests, which some scholars believe to be
the most important social issue in contemporary China.84 For example, there
are now different regional interests and occupational interests, as well as
conflicting interests among different income strata and between urban and rural
residents. It is pointed out that interest pluralism in society provides the social
basis for a Rule of Law society.85 There is a crucial role for law to play in
coordinating, integrating and protecting the multifarious interests in society.86
Indeed, it is from society itself, rather than the state, that the strongest demand
for the Rule of Law comes.87
This logically leads to the second concept mentioned above, that of civil society.
The interest in the concept of civil society in contemporary China originated
from scholars of social theory,88 and soon the concept also attracted the
attention of legal philosophers. Civil society is understood as a nongovernmental or private realm of social life in which autonomous persons
freely and voluntarily enter into dealings and interactions with one another for
their own purposes.89 Some contemporary Chinese scholars emphasize that the
83
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distinction between civil society and the (political) state is recognized in the
writings of Marx.90 Others trace the evolution of civil society back to medieval
European towns.91
It is pointed out that in pre-reform, socialist China, state and society were fused
together into a monolithic whole.92 Now economic reforms have ushered in a
dual structure of political state and civil society.93 Some scholars express the
same idea using alternative vocabulary, such as the transition from an officialsoriented system to a people-oriented system,94 or from a state-centered
structure to a society-centered structure.95
What, then, is the relationship between civil society and the Rule of Law?
Some contemporary Chinese scholars believe that civil society is the source of
and the motivating force behind the Rule of Law.96 Others see the Rule of Law
as being generated by the reciprocal interaction between civil society and the
political state.97 A leading theorist of the relationship between law and civil
society argues that civil society is the cradle of the Rule of Law and embodies
the spirit of modern law, which he understands to be the spirit of private law.
Private law upholds equality, freedom and private rights, and these have been
the products of civil society.98
The Theoretical Presuppositions of the Rule of Law
It is interesting to observe that there has been an active reception in China in
recent years not only to the vocabulary of the Rule of Law and related notions
in the Western liberal tradition, but also to the deeper theoretical underpinnings
of these notions. Two scholars at the Chinese Academy of Social Science have
identified the theoretical basis of the Rule of Law in the form of four
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concepts: the natural autonomy and equality of human beings; lawmaking as
the rational self-regulation of human beings; the evil propensity in human
nature; and the superior wisdom of the masses (the many as distinguished
from the few).99 Another scholar from Peking University has developed a
similar formulation consisting also of four elements: the effective control of
the weakness in human nature; the rational governance of the social order; the
recognition of the masses intelligence; and justice as the unity of fairness and
efficiency.100
The Due Process of Law
As mentioned above in relation to the discussion of the meaning of the Rule
of Law, some Chinese scholars draw a distinction between the formal and
substantive rationality of the law. One view is that at this stage in the
development of the Chinese legal system, formal rationality should be
particularly emphasized.101 The idea of formal rationality is associated with that
of just procedure, procedural justice, formal justice or the due process of law.
Many contemporary Chinese scholars point out that in traditional Chinese
culture as well as previous legal practice in the PRC, procedural justice was
much neglected and regarded as of secondary importance compared to
substantive justice, and that this approach ought to be changed.102 A number
of scholars quoted the famous American Supreme Court Justice Felix
Frankfurter, who said that the history of liberty is one of observing procedural
safeguards.103 Another Western judge was also cited for the proposition that it
is procedure that distinguishes between the Rule of Law and the arbitrary rule
of men.104
The leading theorist of the Rule of Law as a matter of procedure came from
the CCP Central Policy Research Unit.105 He argues that the basic principle of
Notes on the Conference on Ruling the Country According to Law and Constructing a
Socialist Rule-of-Law State, 3 Faxue yanjiu (CASS Journal of Law) 3 at 8 (Zhang Hengshans
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the Rule of Law is the procedural principle that justice should be realized
through fair procedures. He draws heavily on Rawls theory of formal justice,
and quotes Western thinkers views that law is procedure, and just procedure is
the primary meaning of the due process of law that stands at the heart of
Western constitutionalism.106 In his view, the realization of the Rule of Law is
a process moving from substance to procedure. He advocates the
proceduralization of the rule of law, which consists in the proceduralization
of law and the legalization of procedure.
Judicial independence
For two decades before 1978, the principle of judicial independence, or what
the 1954 Constitution of the PRC called the independent exercise of
adjudicatory power, was officially rejected as bourgeois and inconsistent with
the principle of the leadership of the Communist Party.107 After 1978, the
principle of the independent exercise of the powers of the courts was
rehabilitated and stipulated in the 1982 Constitution. In the recent discussion
about the Rule of Law, many scholars have continued to call for judicial
independence.
These scholars stressed that judicial independence is a fundamental ingredient
of the Rule of Law.108 It is important both to ensure the predictability and
security in economic transactions, which the market economy needs, and to
guarantee the protection of citizens rights.109 The Rule of Law requires the
government to be subject to the law, and only independent courts can enforce
the law against the government and serve as the arbiter between citizens and
government.110
One scholar quotes approvingly Ronald Dworkins language that courts are the
capital of the laws empire, and judges its aristocracy.111 Another scholar tries
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to explain that the practice of judicial independence is not inconsistent with the
principle of the leadership of the Communist Party. The Party exercises
leadership in governmental affairs, including judicial affairs, by formulating
general policies, promoting them through education and propaganda, and by
determining appointments to official posts. However, it would be wrong for
Party organs or officials to interfere with a courts work in individual cases.112
The Communist Party and the Rule of Law
What, then, are the implications of the Rule of Law for the Communist Party?
Many scholars explain that the Rule of Law does not detract from the principle
of Party leadership in the state. In relation to lawmaking, the Partys role is to
organize and lead the people in forming their common will, and then elevating
such will into law through the democratic procedure of legislation.113 The law
that emerges from this process is thus the unity of the Partys policies, the
peoples wishes and the will of the State.114
After the law has been made, the Party should also lead the people in observing
the law and in supervising the exercise of legal powers by state organs.115 The
Party itself should operate within the framework of the constitution and law of
the state, as provided for in the Constitution of the CCP. The PRC
Constitution also requires all political parties, social bodies and individuals to
comply with the Constitution and the law.116
It is noteworthy that not all scholars believe that the issue of the relationship
between the Party and the law has been completely resolved even at the
theoretical level.117 For example, they point out that although the personnel
and operations of Party organs are financed by the state budget, these organs
are not regulated by state law.118 The question of the extent to which the Party
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as an organization should come under the legal control of the state cannot be
avoided at some future point in the reform of the Chinese political system.119
Constitutionalism and the Rule of Law
The subject of constitutionalism has been brought into the Chinese discussion
of the Rule of Law in recent years. Some scholars are of the view that having
the Rule of Law is not sufficient; there should also be constitutionalism, and
the Rule of Law is an important element of constitutionalism, which also
entails the sovereignty of the people, the separation of powers, democratic
government, judicial review, human rights protection, legal control of the
armed forces, etc.120 Another view is that the Rule of Law is constitutionalism,
and the supremacy of law means first of all the supremacy of the
constitution.121 One scholar stresses that the division of power is the key to
constitutionalism, and identifies the orthodox view that sovereignty is nondivisible as a conceptual obstacle to the constitutional division of power in
China.122
In discussing the supremacy of the constitution, some scholars point out that in
practice the status and force of the Chinese Constitution is worse than other
ordinary laws, because the doctrine still prevails that the provisions of the
Constitution are not justiciable and directly enforceable in the courts.123 It is
now advocated by some that constitutional provisions, particularly those
guaranteeing citizens rights, should be made judicially enforceable.124 Others
suggest the establishment of a general system of review of the constitutionality
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of laws, administrative regulations and local regulations, which can take the
form, for example, of a constitutional committee under the NPC.125
One scholar sees the enactment and implementation of the Administrative
Litigation Law 1989 as an extremely important breakthrough in the
development of constitutionalism in China.126 The legal drama of
administrative litigation enables the subject (citizen), for the first time in
Chinese history, to confront the state and its officialdom as an autonomous
person with a legitimate private interest, and to enter into a dialogue with the
state as his or her equal. This is a revolutionary development in Chinese
political culture, under which the individual always had to kneel before the
shadow of the state,127 which was always omnipotent, and the idea of the
subject suing the official (min gao guan) was as unthinkable as that of the son
suing the father.128 This scholar believes that the system and experience of
administrative litigation now educate the citizen with the idea that he or she is a
subject with rights, and this fact has begun to re-configurate the psychological
structure of the Chinese people.
ALTERNATIVE PERSPECTIVES
I have tried above to draw a picture of what, according to my survey of the
literature, I believe to be the mainstream theory of the Rule of Law that has
been constructed by Chinese legal scholars during the last few years. However,
the survey of the Chinese jurisprudential scene would not be complete without
some attention to the alternative visions and views of scholars who stand away
from the mainstream. Some of them are skeptical about the whole discourse
on the Rule of Law. Some point to its limitations and warn against placing too
much hope on the Rule of Law. A few even argue that some of the ideas
employed by the discourse run counter to Marxism and are therefore heretical.
To these views we now turn.
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First, some scholars caution against what they call the premise of the
omnipotence of the Rule of Law129 or rule-of-law romanticism.130 The
higher the hopes about the Rule of Law and its benefits, the greater the
disappointment of members of the public when they find that problems
remain unresolved after a lot of laws have been produced. Some point out that
as a means of social improvement, law suffers from a number of inherent
limitations and deficiencies. Law is in the form of general rules, and as has
been recognized since Aristotle, situations inevitably arise in which the rigid
application of the rules is inappropriate. The requirement for laws stability
means that the law tends to be conservative. Moreover, in a time of rapid social
and economic change such as China is now experiencing, the law often lags
behind the changing social reality and the requirements of reform, and may
therefore become an obstacle to reform and progress.131
Secondly, it has been argued that not only ordinary laws may hinder economic
reform and social progress, but the Constitution itself, if it had been strictly
adhered to, would also have been an obstacle to reform. A scholar at the East
China Institute of Law and Political Science has advanced an interesting thesis
of beneficial breaches of the Constitution.132 He points out that grants of
land-use rights were already practiced and private enterprises were already
operating before the constitutional amendment permitting them was introduced
in 1988. Similarly, calls for and moves towards establishing a market economy
in 1992 were, strictly speaking, unconstitutional before the constitutional
amendment in 1993. Even the assumption of law-making power by the NPC
Standing Committee was probably unconstitutional before the 1982
Constitution was passed. He therefore argues that breaches of the Constitution
should be allowed if they are beneficial in the sense of being conducive to
the development of the productivity of society and advancing the fundamental
interests of the nation.
Thirdly, the Rule-of-Law discourse, which represents in a sense a wholesale
adoption of modern Western liberal thought, has also been criticized for being
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detached from Chinese social reality. It is pointed out that many recently
enacted laws were drafted on the basis of foreign models without adequate
investigation into and consideration of the relevant circumstances in China
itself. As a result the laws are ineffective.133 A legal anthropologist points out
that various customary institutions of dispute settlement exist in rural China.
They are outside the formal legal system but have a high degree of efficacy.134
A legal historian suggests that some of the more successful legal institutions in
the PRCs history, such as peoples mediation and reform through labor, have
their roots in Chinese tradition.135
The leading theorist of the importance of local resources in the development
of the Chinese legal system is a Peking University legal scholar.136 He queries
whether  modern rule of law is what is needed in Chinese rural society, and
emphasizes the role of informal communal networks and customary patterns
of behavior in contrast to formal legal rules and institutions. He does not
believe that a legal system can be rationally and consciously designed and
constructed by government or legal experts, or on the basis of some doctrines,
concepts or theories. A legal system is the result of the actions, behavior,
choices, attitudes, beliefs and values of millions of people in the course of their
social interaction and legal dealings with one another. The most valuable
resources for the development of the Chinese legal system lie in the informal
practices, conventions, customs, norms and arrangements that spontaneously
evolve in the course of social life and economic activities. He is therefore
skeptical about the state-centered model of legal development that is implicit in
the contemporary Chinese discourse on the Rule of Law.
Finally, it should be noted that some of the concepts introduced into the
developing theory of the Rule of Law have been attacked from a leftist or
orthodox Marxist-Leninist perspective.137 For example, the glorification of the
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contract and of private law, and the affirmation of Maines thesis on from
status to contract in the context of contemporary China, have been criticized
as misguided. Those holding these views point out that the freedom of
contract belonged to the age of laissez faire capitalism and is already out-of-date
even in the West. In the socialist economy, there should only be a limited scope
for contractual relations. The predominance of public ownership of the means
of production under socialism means also that the thesis of the priority of
private law is unacceptable.138 As regards Maines thesis, the critics point out
that this relates only to the transition from slave society or feudalism to
capitalism, and it is not appropriate to apply it to Chinas present transition
from the socialist planned economy to the socialist market economy.
The conservative scholars also attack the use of the concepts of social contract,
civil society, the priority of rights and the spirit of modern law. They claim that
the ideas of social contract and natural rights were ideological devices used by
bourgeois writers to create the illusion of a just social order, to mask the reality
of class oppression in the capitalist state and to deceive the proletariat. There is
no need for these ideas in the socialist state. The use of these terms would
only serve to beautify capitalism and destroy socialism.139 Civil society is
said to be relevant only to bourgeois society in the period of laissez faire
capitalism. The pillars of civil society are the sanctity of private property and
the freedom of contract, so certainly the concept of civil society cannot be
accepted under socialism. The use of the concept the spirit of modern law is
criticized for obscuring the distinction between socialism and capitalism. The
leftist sentiment of these scholars is vividly reflected in the following passage:
We must not exchange away Marxist principles when we borrow
from, inherit or transplant Western legal and political thought and
institutions.140 . If we allow a contract of exchange between
Marxism and non-Marxism, if we let Marxism be auctioned in the
market, then this socialist society of ours can no longer be
sustained.141
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THE REALIZATION OF THE RULE OF LAW IN CHINA
Despite the countercurrents mentioned in the previous section, the paradigm
of the Rule of Law constructed by the mainstream theorists appears to enjoy
supremacy in contemporary China not only among scholars of law but also in
the official propaganda about law and legality. But the vibrancy of the theory
of the Rule of Law is partly a consequence of the grim reality of the lack of
the Rule of Law in contemporary China. Scholars and top leaders call so
strenuously for the Rule of Law precisely because flagrant violations of the
Rule of Law have been so frequent and extensive, and China is so far away
from achieving the Rule of Law. The developing theory of the Rule of Law
postulates an ideal to be realized, an objective to be strived for, a goal to be
reached. But if we look at the reality of contemporary China, the realization of
this dream remains as distant as ever.
One can have a glimpse of this reality just by reading the works of the same
scholars who write about the theory of the Rule of Law. There seems to be a
consensus about facts such as the following:
(a) The system of laws is far from satisfactory. Many laws on civil and
commercial matters and on the implementation of the constitutional rights
of citizens are still missing.142 Among the laws that are in force, many still
reflect the thinking and practice of the socialist planned economy, and are
inconsistent with the requirements of the developing market economy.143
Law drafting techniques leave much to be desired; many legal provisions are
vague or are merely policy statements, and mechanisms and responsibilities
for enforcing them are often not provided.144
(b) Many laws, particularly those in the form of departmental and local
regulations, are drafted by the central government department or local
government concerned with furthering the interests of the department or
the region with disregard for the general interest.145 There is no effective
system to check whether legal norms of a lower level (e.g., these
regulations) contravene legal norms of a higher level (e.g., the Constitution,
laws enacted by the NPC or its Standing Committee and administrative
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regulations made by the State Council). Neither is there any machinery to
deal with the inconsistency that often arises between norms at the same
level of the legal order.146 Some local governments only enforce national
laws selectively, or introduce protectionist measures contrary to national law
and blocking the extension of a nationwide market.147
(c) The peoples congress system is far from effective in the performance of
its constitutional functions of legislation and supervision of
government.148 The quality of the members leaves much to be desired, and
the congresses only meet infrequently. To a significant extent they are still
rubber-stamp institutions. Furthermore, in practice, the status and
authority of the peoples congresses relative to other branches of
government or the Party are actually much lower than prescribed in the
Constitution, under which the peoples congresses are the highest organs of
state power.149 They are not taken seriously enough by the people or
officials.
(d) The deficiency in the authority of the peoples congress system in fact
reflects the lack of supremacy of the Constitution. The unenforceability
of the provisions of the Constitution has already been mentioned above.150
An even more serious problem is that the constitutional and legal status of
the CCP is still unclear. Although the Party exercises de facto
governmental powers, its structure, powers and responsibilities are not
regulated by law.151 The orthodox view, still stated in authoritative
textbooks, that Party policy is the soul of the law152 creates the
impression that the law may be set aside when it no longer reflects current
Party policies. Most people are still confused about whether the law is
above the Party, or whether the peoples congress (the constitutional organ
of state power) is above the Party organ.153
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(e) The de facto supremacy of the Party is one cause for concern as regards
the administration of justice.154 Although in theory the Peoples Courts
should exercise their judicial power independently, in practice they are
sometimes subject to pressure from Party organs. Even in theory the Party
has legitimate authority to exercise leadership over judicial work by laying
down general policies and guidelines, and such general principle of
leadership can easily be turned into a pretext for interference in individual
cases. But most scholars point out that currently the most serious failures
in judicial independence are attributable not to Party leadership but to
corruption among judges and law-related personnel and to the courts
subordination (in terms of financial dependence and appointment of
personnel) to local governments. Thus the courts often adopt local
protectionist measures in the exercise of their powers by favoring local
parties whose interests often converge with those of the local
government.155 And bribery of judges and the use of personal connections
to get favorable treatment by judges are so prevalent that they have become
the subject of some Chinese popular expressions and jokes that have come
into usage in recent years.156 These problems are compounded by the fact
that many judges have poor general educational backgrounds or lack
professional legal competence.157
(f) Although the legal profession has enjoyed rapid growth in recent years and
a sector of private law firms (under the names of cooperative firms and
partnerships) has been allowed to develop alongside state law firms, the
disregard of professional ethics and the deficiency in professional
competence on the part of many lawyers have been a cause for concern.158
The status of lawyers has not yet been firmly established, and some judicial
and law enforcement personnel do not give due respect to lawyers and treat
them poorly in their judicial and administrative work.159
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(g) A number of scholars have written about a crisis of the general publics
faith in the legal system. The enthusiasm for law and legality that arose in
the early years of the reform era seems to have been largely evaporated.160
People see increasing numbers of laws being enacted, but find that the laws
do not seem to be able to solve the mounting social problems. Many laws
are not seriously enforced, conflict with one another, and serve only the
selfish interests of departments or local governments; in addition, the
system for law enforcement and administration of justice is corrupt and
inefficient. Given such circumstances, how are people expected to have
trust and confidence in laws and the legal system?161 So when peoples
interests are infringed upon, they blame the law for failing to protect them,
and yet they disregard the law themselves when it is in their interest to do
so.162
In the face of so many obstacles to the Rule of Law in China, what positive
ideas have been developed by scholars regarding how to proceed? They all
recognize that the project of realizing the Rule of Law is extremely laborious
and long-term, and a long uphill journey lies ahead. Movement towards the
Rule of Law will have to be simultaneously promoted by the state and propelled
by the civil society that is emerging from the market economy.163 It is pointed
out that the problems have to be tackled on two levels164 conceptual or
ideological renewal (in the sense of winning widespread acceptance of the
doctrines, values and culture of the Rule of Law on the part of officials and
citizens who in the past had no concept of the Rule of Law and no experience
of practicing it) on the one hand, and institutional innovation on the other.
The institutional proposals that have appeared more frequently in the literature
include the following.
(1) There should be a clear delineation of the scope of legislative power of the
central and local (provincial, municipal, etc.) authorities, as well as that of
different state organs at the same level (such as the peoples congress, its
160
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standing committee, the government, the departments of government,
etc.). A machinery should be established to deal with the problems
generated by inconsistent legal norms enacted by different organs, and to
review the validity of lower-level norms on the basis of higher-level
norms.165 It seems that some of these issues raised by scholars have now
been addressed in the new Law on Legislation (lifa fa), enacted by the NPC
in March 2000.166
(2) There is also active discussion about the desirability of introducing a
system for the review of the validity of legal norms on the ground that
they contravene the Constitution, and hence to interpret the Constitution
itself.167 An option favored by many scholars is to establish a constitutional
committee under the NPC for this purpose. Another possible option,
which is a more radical one, is to set up an independent constitutional
court.
(3) To avoid the current problems of government departments drafting laws
that reflect their particular departmental interest to the detriment of more
overall considerations, it has been proposed that the responsibility for
drafting laws should be removed from interested government departments
and vested in organs under the central and provincial legislatures (peoples
congresses) consisting of independent-minded legal experts and officials.168
(4) Suggestions regarding improvements in the legislative process have also
been made.169 For example, the public should be allowed to have input into
the process, which means the existing practice of only consulting relevant
bodies should be changed. Hearings should be held on bills, and their
content should be more thoroughly debated in the legislatures. It has even
been suggested that non-government bodies should be allowed to draft
bills and introduce them in the legislatures.
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(5) Institutional reforms of the peoples congress system have been
proposed.170 These include extending direct election to peoples congresses
above the county level (at present these higher level peoples congresses are
elected by members of the lower-level peoples congresses, and only
peoples congresses at the county level or below are directly elected),
reducing the number of deputies to the congresses so that they can work
more effectively, lengthening the sessions of the congresses so that they
have more time for their work, and institutionalizing and increasing their
powers to supervise the work of government organs and officials. The
latter point will apparently be addressed by the Law on Supervision, which
is in the pipeline.171
(6) Effective supervision of the exercise of governmental powers is seen by
many scholars as the key to the Rule of Law.172 In addition to supervision
by the peoples congresses as representatives of the people as discussed
earlier, some scholars also emphasize the important supervisory role of
public opinion and the mass media. The peoples right to information
about governmental affairs and freedom of speech are advocated. For
instance, it is argued that in the domain of the struggle against corruption,
there should be no forbidden zone for news media.173
(7) As mentioned above, apart from corruption, the most serious problem that
plagues the system of the administration of justice results largely from the
local courts subordination to the local government in terms of financial
and personnel matters. Hence many scholars advocate a reform of the
court system that would de-link the courts from the local governments.
Suggestions include the use of the national budget to finance the local
courts, the vertical administrative leadership of courts (by higher courts)
and removal of their horizontal linkage to the local government
structure, as well as the establishment of a dual court system (national
courts and regional courts) in which the national courts (like federal courts
in some federal states) have jurisdiction over cases that involve interests in
more than one province or region. Other proposals relating to the judiciary
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include security of tenure for judges and better conditions of
employment.174
(8) A few writers touch on the question of the reform of the system of Party
leadership, which is in fact a crucial element of any future reform of the
Chinese political system. As mentioned earlier, the central legal issue in this
regard is the extent to which the organization, structure, functions, powers,
responsibilities and operations of the Party should come under the purview
of the law, given that it is financed by the state budget, its personnel are
paid by the state, and it has the constitutional mandate to exercise
leadership (the manner and procedure of which are not yet legally
defined).175
The above relates to the more concrete proposals in the literature. It may also
be noted that some scholars have addressed the more long-term scenarios in
the development of the Rule of Law in China. The following are some
examples.
One view is that the past, present and future of the legal history of the PRC
may be divided into four stages: (1) quasi-constitutionalism (culminating in
the first PRC Constitution of 1954); (2) big democracy (as conceived by Mao
and exemplified by mass movements culminating in the Cultural Revolution);
(3) regularized politics (as developed in the post-1978 reform era); and
(4) modern Rule of Law (which belongs to the future). It is said that China is
now in transition from stage 3 to stage 4.176
A second scholar uses the knife, the baton and the bridle to symbolize the three
stages of legal evolution in the PRC. The period of the knife ran from 1949
to the early 1980s. Law was conceived as an instrument of class dictatorship
and for the suppression of enemies. Hence law meant primarily criminal law.
The period of the baton began in the 1980s and continues to the present.
Law is conceived as a tool for administrative management of people and the
economy. This is an era of administrative law and economic law. The next
period in Chinas legal evolution will be that of the bridle. This will be the
See generally Hao Tiechuan, supra n. 118; Zhou Yongkun, supra n. 40; Cai Dingjian, supra n. 8;
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age of constitutionalism. Law will control the exercise of state power, prevent
its abuse and protect the rights of citizens. It will attend not only to order and
efficiency (the concerns of the previous eras), but also to justice, equality,
freedom and democracy.177
A third writer suggests that the evolution of the Rule of Law in China may be
viewed from three perspectives, each embracing three stages. In the first
perspective, the transition is from (1) doing things according to law to
(2) ruling the country according to law to (3) ideal rule of law. China is
now moving from 1 to 2. In the second perspective, the movement is from
(1) rule by the Party to (2) rule by the State to 3) rule by the law. China is
now moving from 1 to 2. According to the third perspective, the development
of the Rule of Law in China consists of three stages: (1) the preparatory
stage (from 1978 to 1993, the year in which the constitutional amendment on
the socialist market economy was introduced); (2) the take-off stage (from
1993 to 2010); and (3) the formation and perfection stage (post-2010).178
A fourth writer also adopts a long-term perspective, in this case up to the midtwenty-first century. He distinguishes between the periphery and the core of
the legal system, and uses a cost (risk)-benefit analysis to predict the
development of these two parts of the legal system. In his theoretical
framework, the periphery of the legal system relates to effective law
enforcement and general obedience to law (rule by law), whereas the core of
the legal system consists of constitutionalism and effective restraint of state
power (rule of law). The construction of this core would mean a
fundamental reform of the existing political system. He believes that Chinas
construction of its legal system will have to begin with the periphery. The
reform of the political system is a high-risk venture with uncertain benefits,
which will have to be postponed until probably the middle of the twenty-first
century, when the social and economic conditions (including the peoples
educational standards and the size of the middle and entrepreneurial classes)
will be ripe for the reform.179
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CONCLUDING REFLECTIONS
As we review the substance of the theory of the Rule of Law, which Chinese
scholars have been constructing in recent years, we may find most of the points
they made commonplace. Is not what they are stating so obvious that it may
not even be worth putting into writing? But a Western audience will have this
feeling only because they live in a post-Enlightenment world which has taken
for granted the liberty, equality, human rights, Rule of Law and constitutionalism that the Enlightenment thinkers advocated more than two centuries ago
and that generations of revolutionaries and activists in the Western world have
fought hard to win in the nineteenth and even the twentieth centuries.
Only if we take into account the burdens of history that lie on the shoulders of
contemporary Chinese intellectuals shall we be able to appreciate the full
significance of the developing theory of the Rule of Law as outlined in this
article. These historical burdens include not only more than two millennia of
imperial rule, which so often degenerated into despotism and tyranny, but also
the Marxist-Leninist degradation of the Rule of Law and its associated values,
as well as the explicit rejection and total repudiation of Rule-of-Law practices
and values in China during the Cultural Revolution era, which left China in a
state of total ruins in the late 1970s. After that time, some primitive structures
of law and legality have been erected.180
Even after the reform era began in 1978, the reconstruction of legal theory has
not been a smooth and straightforward process. A number of setbacks were
encountered during which more liberal-minded scholars were accused of
promoting bourgeois liberalization. These included a campaign against
spiritual pollution in 1983, a campaign in 1987 against bourgeois
liberalization following the students democracy movement in 1986 and
culminating in the downfall of the Party General Secretary Hu Yaobang, and an
even more intensive and extensive campaign along similar lines in the aftermath
of the events leading to June 4, 1989. The movement since 1996 for the Rule
of Law among Chinese jurists has only been politically possible because of the
building momentum for reform since Dengs southern trips in 1992, the
constitutional affirmation of the concept of the socialist market economy in
1993, and President Jiang Zemins personal call for ruling the country
according to law in early 1996.
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The phenomenon of the developing theory of the Rule of Law in
contemporary China may therefore be understood as a maneuver on the part of
legal scholars in a complex political environment at an opportune moment,
seizing hold of a golden opportunity to give a push to the development of the
Chinese legal system in what they believe to be the right direction. As in the
case of the French philosophers of the eighteenth century Enlightenment, the
ideas advocated by the Chinese scholars may not be intellectually sophisticated,
theoretically refined or rich in philosophical depth, and they are certainly not
original, but their significance and impact (like the ideas of the Enlightenment)
lie in the fact that they do address real problems in contemporary social and
political life. The problems China faces revolve around the lack of effective
legal, political and popular control over the exercise of the huge powers of the
ruling apparatus of the State, Party and bureaucracy, and it is believed that the
Rule of Law can provide a powerful solution to many of these problems.
It may be pointed out that the theory does not go far enough. It falls short of
querying the principle of the leadership of the CCP. It does not address
sufficiently the question of human rights, particularly the civic freedoms of
speech, publication, assembly and association, not to mention the political
rights associated with Western-style free elections. It also eschews inquiry into
the question of private property rights as a possible pillar of civil society, social
contract, private law and the system of rights, even as it tries to rehabilitate and
even glorify these latter ideas. We can therefore observe clearly that there are
still untouchable subjects and forbidden zones in academic discussions in
contemporary China. The Marxist ideologues critique (discussed earlier) of
some of the concepts advocated by the theorists of the Rule of Law
demonstrates how much the dogmas of the Marxist orthodoxy as codified by
the Soviet and Maoist states are still alive and well in China in terms of
legitimacy, and can be easily resurrected to become the mainstream opinion
should the political climate turn against liberalization at some future point. But
for the moment, scholars who believe in the Rule of Law are already doing their
best.
With regard to the insights of neo-Marxism, critical legal studies and various
strands of postmodernism in the West, it might be suggested that the Chinese
theorists of the Rule of Law are naive in their unqualified embrace at face value
of the discourse of reason, subjectivity, liberty, equality, rights, progress and
modernization. However, I believe this criticism would miss the point. What
must be remembered is that the West has already developed elaborate legal
systems that more than fulfill the highest hopes and noblest dreams of the
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thinkers of the Age of Enlightenment. The postmodernist takes these
achievements for granted, and goes on further to expose the hypocrisy,
arrogance and darker sides of modernity. The problem now confronted by the
Chinese people is the non-existence of an advanced legal system that protects
basic rights and guarantees equality of all before the law. They need to
construct a legal system that meets their needs and aspirations, not to
deconstruct a legal system that is reaching the limits of development. It is
therefore right, I believe, for the Chinese theorists of the Rule of Law to put
aside postmodern concerns.181
But it can also be pointed out, particularly by those who appreciate the past
achievements of the long-lasting Chinese civilization, that contemporary
Chinese scholars are probably too quick and ready to turn to the intellectual
resources of the West in developing their theory of the Rule of Law, and to
discard the values and resources of the Chinese tradition. It is important to
bear in mind in this regard that Chinese tradition is by no means a monolithic
whole. There have always been conflicting lines of thought and modes of
practice in Chinese history, and the fact that Confucian paternalistic rule
triumphed most of the time during the last two millennia does not mean that it
is the eternal essence of Chinese culture.
For example, it has often been pointed out that in the late Ming and early Qing
dynasties, there was an anti-authoritarian strand of thought, as exemplified by
the great philosopher Huang Zhongxi who advocated a doctrine of the rule of
law with the law being in the interest of all under Heaven, instead of the rule
by law that had been practiced hitherto with law representing only the interests
of the emperor, his ancestors and successors.182 The leading neo-Confucian
philosophers of this century also advocated the introduction in China of
Western-style constitutional democracy, and even argued that this would be the
ultimate fulfillment in the political sphere of the humanist Confucian project.183
The successful introduction of Buddhism into China after the Han dynasty is
often cited as a paradigmatic example of Chinese civilization borrowing
See the debate regarding whether postmodern thought is relevant to contemporary Chinese
legal developments in Ji Weidong, Towards 21st Century Law and Society, 3 Zhongguo shehui
kexue (Social Sciences in China) 104 (1996); Zhu Suli, Postmodern Thought and the
Jurisprudence and Legal System of China 3 Faxue (Jurisprudence) 11 (1997).
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important resources from the outside.184 We may therefore interpret the
current efforts of Rule-of-Law theorists in China as an attempt to foster a new
Chinese political culture that is liberal, constitutional and democratic, in contrast
to the imperial and Maoist political cultures, which were both dogmatic,
authoritarian and paternalistic.
And this, after all, was also what the Enlightenment was about in Western
Europe more than two centuries ago. I use the term legal enlightenment in
the title of this article, because I find a kind of parallel between the intellectual
currents in contemporary China and their relationship with contemporary
society on the one hand, and the intellectual movement in Enlightenment
Europe and its relationship to social conditions on the other hand. For China,
the May Fourth Movement eight decades ago was also an enlightenment, but
the social and economic conditions were then not ready for liberal
constitutionalism, and the movement ended with the triumph of MarxismLeninism as a new dogmatism. Will this second enlightenment fare better?
In the last two decades, economic reformChinas second revolutionhas
transformed many shabby Chinese towns into modern-looking metropolises.
Material civilization of the kind seen in the West is clearly in the making. Will
the spiritual or institutional civilization that the Rule of Law embodies also
arrive?185 If the modernity that was first experienced in the West can and will
be globalized, which I believe can and will, then this question can be happily
answered in the affirmative.

184
See, e.g., W.T. de Bary, East Asian Civilizations: A Dialogue in Five Stages (1988).185 On the
concepts of spiritual and institutional civilizations and their relationship with the Rule of Law, see
Yifa zhiguo yu jingshen wenming jianshe (Ruling the Country According to Law and the Construction of
Spiritual Civilization, Liu Hainian et al. Eds., 1997); Notes on the Conference on Ruling the Country
According to Law and the Construction of Spiritual Civilization, 3 Faxue yanjiu (CASS Journal of Law)
3 (1997).

On the concepts of spiritual and institutional civilizations and their relationship with the Rule
of Law, see Yifa zhiguo yu jingshen wenming jianshe (Ruling the Country According to Law and the
Construction of Spiritual Civilization, Liu Hainian et al. eds., 1997); Notes on the Conference on
Ruling the Country According to Law and the Construction of Spiritual Civilization, 3 Faxue yanjiu (CASS
Journal of Law) 3 (1997).
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